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Abstract
How to design compensation schemes to motivate team members appears to be one of the most challenging
problems in the economic analysis of labour provision. We shed light on this issue by experimentally
investigating team-based compensations with and without bonuses awarded to the highest contributors in teams.
A purely team-based compensation scheme induces agents to voluntarily cooperate while introducing an
additional relative reward increases effort and efficiency only when the bonus is substantial. In this case,
however, the data suggests that tournament competition crowds out voluntary cooperation within a team.
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1. Introduction
Teamwork is increasingly seen as an appropriate structure to organise various labour
environments (BEYERLEIN 2000, MUELLER, PROCTER, and BUCHANAN 2000, PRAT 2002,
ZWICK 2004,

VAN

HOOTEGEM, BENDERS, DELARUE, and PROCTER 2005). The suitable

provision of incentives for teams, however, appears to be one of the most challenging tasks in
labour economics (MAIN, O’REILLY, and WADE 1993, DEMATTEO, EBY, and SUNDSTROM
1998, HAMILTON, NICKERSON, and OWAN 2003). In general wage contracts of teams are not
conditioned on individual contributions (as it is the case in piece rate contracts) because
contributions can neither be (easily) disentangled nor verified before a court. This is one of
the reasons why team members are often rewarded according to the output of the team as a
whole. Another purpose is to encourage cooperative behaviour in the sense that individual
team members strive for the best outcome of the whole team. From a strategic point of view,
however, such a scheme provides considerable free-riding incentives, which might lead to
inefficient effort levels (see, for example, ALCHIAN and DEMSETZ 1972, NEWHOUSE 1973,
HOLMSTRÖM 1982, HANSEN 1997).
An intuitive approach to reduce the severity of free-riding incentives in teams is to promise
relative rewards to the best individual performers in the team (HENEMAN and

VON

HIPPEL

1995). In practice relative rewards within teams often take the form of bonuses1 (for example,
for the “employee of the month”) or promotions which imply higher salaries. One reason why
relative rewards are so popular stems from the fact that output needs only to be measured
relatively which constitutes a big advantage when absolutely measuring individual outputs is
prohibitively costly. Even if the individual contributions of team members are not verifiable
to a third party, the employer can commit himself to a relative incentive scheme. The
commitment is credible as long as the individual (relative) outputs are observable (for
example by the team leader) and the act of actually transferring the ex-ante promised relative

1

The total amount of the bonuses usually varies with the size of the bonus pool which is determined by some
objective measures like overall corporate profit. How the bonuses are exactly awarded among the team members
is rarely contracted explicitly and is often determined subjectively, for example, by more or less objective
appraisals assessed by a team leader (RAJAN and REICHELSTEIN 2006). Team leaders are encouraged to
sufficiently differentiate their ratings by making use of the full range of grades (MURPHY 1992). These so called
forced rankings can be directly related to bonus pay systems, to decisions on promotions, or even to advising
low performers to leave the company (PFEFFER and SUTTON 1999).
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rewards is verifiable (for example, before a court).2 Relative reward schemes that induce
competition among team members for positions in a ranking are also referred to as
tournaments (LAZEAR and ROSEN 1981). Why might an additional tournament structure
alleviate the free-rider problem in teams? The idea is that the additional competition for
rewards between team members induces them to exert more effort which would align the
individual interests with the responsibility for the common good. We aim at contributing to
the understanding of how compensation schemes affect human behaviour by providing a
clear-cut comparison of a hybrid pay scheme to its components. We concentrate on the
strategic and behavioural aspects of team-based compensation schemes with and without a
relative reward by investigating them in a game-theoretic model and in an abstract non-real
effort experiment. By doing so we provide evidence that additional individual rewards in
teams are likely to crowd out voluntary cooperation. To the best of our knowledge a crowding
out effect for the highly realistic compensation package composed of tournament incentives
and team incentives has not been documented before in the literature.
Laboratory experiments have the decisive advantage that one can compare behaviour under
different clear-cut conditions without distorting effects which are normally present when
collecting data from the field. Thus, experiments appear to be a valuable complementary
source of insight (in addition to theory and field studies) in order to gain a more complete
picture regarding the behavioural consequences of reward schemes (FALK and FEHR 2003). In
addition to a purely team-based compensation treatment we consider two treatments in which
the team incentive is supplemented by a relative reward – a low and a high bonus,
respectively. As a benchmark we also look at a pure bonus situation without a team
component. A team-based compensation with a relative reward is modelled such that it is selffunded by letting the agents finance the additional bonus (in equal shares). This guarantees
that the wage costs for the employer are the same under the different remuneration schemes
(provided that the total amount of effort is the same).
Our results indicate that average effort and efficiency increase significantly only if the bonus
is high. A low bonus does not have a noticeable influence on effort or efficiency. Moreover,
only in the absence of a relative reward (i.e., only with the purely team-based compensation)
significant over-contributions (compared to the equilibrium effort level) are observed which
2

Note that the non-verifiability of the individual contributions to a third party does not induce a moral hazard
problem on the side of the employer (as would be the case with piece rates) as long as the actual act of awarding
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decline over time. Interestingly, in the team-based compensation scheme with the high bonus
average effort is quite stable over rounds with almost non-existing over-contributions right
from the beginning. Why do over-contributions vanish in the presence of a high relative
reward? One reason could be that pure tournament incentives induce effort levels below the
equilibrium prediction. If this is true over-contributions and under-contributions would
simply cancel out in the hybrid compensation scheme. However, in our pure bonus
benchmark treatment actually observed effort levels fit the equilibrium prediction quite well –
if at all, we only find evidence in the direction of over-contributions. Thus, our data suggest
that the competition induced by an additional individual relative reward seems to destroy the
cooperative attitude of team members and, in this sense, crowds out motivation to exert effort
above individually rational levels. From a strategic, behavioural point of view it seems that a
pure team reward enables team members to see the necessity for cooperation more clearly.
The promise of an individual relative reward tempts team members to focus on obtaining the
bonus and, thereby, seems to distract them from potential gains of voluntary cooperation.
Some studies conducted in natural environments already suggest that one should be careful
when combining group compensation and individual rewards. ROSENBAUM et al. (1980), for
example, find that groups performed relatively poorly when hybrid rewards (i.e., group-based
rewards augmented by individual rewards) rather than pure group rewards were given for
performance on highly independent tasks. They concluded that even a small proportion of
individual rewards undermines performance of a group task. A study by WAGEMAN (1995)
points into a similar direction. She argues that the introduction of group level rewards in
addition to individual pay weakens worker’s sense of individual responsibility, without
providing strong enough collective motivation.
It has also been observed that additional extrinsic incentives (provided for example by
rewards or punishment) do not necessarily lead to an increase but can even reduce effort. The
detailed mechanisms that drive such crowding out effects, as they are termed by FREY (1997),
still constitute a largely unresolved puzzle. Evidence in favour of crowding out effects has
been provided by GNEEZY and RUSTICHINI (2000a, b). By conducting imaginative field
experiments they show, for example, that students who individually collect donations for
charity programs perform better when they receive no monetary reward at all compared to
those who are paid a small bonus proportional to the amount they collect. To some extent
the rewards is verifiable. Since the employer has to provide the rewards anyway, he has no incentive to shirk by
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these observations can be explained by an approach proposed by psychologists, according to
which an activity can have a motivation of its own, called intrinsic motivation. They argue
that intrinsic motivation may be diminished by extrinsic incentives such as performance
contingent monetary rewards.3 Our setting is designed to deliberately eliminate the effect of
intrinsic motivation which might emerge from an (enjoyable) real effort task. By representing
effort through the choice of abstract numbers we concentrate on an additional, important
aspect of motivation crowding out, which is constituted by the purely strategic aspect of
crowding out of voluntary cooperation, without allowing for intrinsic motivation.
FEHR and ROCKENBACH (2003) show that the performance of agents in an abstract, non-real
effort task is considerably reduced if a principal chooses incentives in the form of a
punishment scheme. An analogous but weaker effect of performance crowding out is reported
in FEHR and GÄCHTER (2002). They find that even the promise of a performance contingent
reward of a fixed size may undermine voluntary effort contributions.4 GNEEZY and
RUSTICHINI (2000a), GNEEZY (2005), and MANTHEI (2006) report evidence that extrinsic
incentives influence effort in a non-monotonic way: While relatively small monetary
incentives bear the potential to crowd out motivation, relatively large incentives increase
effort at least as long as the resulting wages are below a certain reference level. All these
studies look at work environments for individuals without considering team settings.
In line with other experimental studies on team compensation schemes (for example,
NALBANTIAN and SCHOTTER 1997, CROSON 2001, SUTTER 2006) we focus on a strategic
setting similar to a voluntary contribution mechanism for public goods (for overviews see
DAVIS and HOLT 1993, LEDYARD 1995, and CAMERER 2003). Similar to public goods
situations our team members equally share the group output. However, there are also some
differences: In our team compensation scheme it appears to be more suitable to implement a
convex and increasing cost function for effort which leads to an interior equilibrium solution
(normally supply functions with constant marginal costs are considered in public goods which
not rewarding the (subjectively) identified top performers.
3
Crowding out of intrinsic motivation by extrinsic rewards is discussed, for example, in DECI (1971), LEPPER,
GREENE, and NISBETT (1973), DECI, KOESTNER, and RYAN (1999). For an overview on experimental studies see
for instance PITTMANN and HELLER (1987), WIERSMA (1992), and TANG and HALL (1995). The argument,
however, that extrinsic motivation crowds out intrinsic motivation is not undisputed among psychologists, see,
for example, CAMERON and PIERCE (1994) and EISENBERGER and CAMERON (1996).
4
For similar results see FREY and OBERHOLZER-GEE (1997), BOHNET, FREY, and HUCK (2001), FREY and
JEGEN (2001), FEHR and FALK (2002), FEHR and LIST (2004), GÄCHTER, KESSLER, and KÖNIGSTEIN (2005),
FALK and KOSFELD (2006), FEHR, KLEIN, and SCHMIDT (2006). For an overview of the literature on crowdingout see BOWLES (2005).
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result in a corner solution as an equilibrium). Additionally, in our setting output in teams is
determined not only by effort but also by a stochastic influence, which represents luck or
(subjective) measurement uncertainties of individual contributions. One general finding in the
public goods literature is that in repeated settings individuals cooperate to a high extent above
the equilibrium especially in the beginning of an interaction while cooperation diminishes
over time. This effect was initially observed in linear public goods games (for example ISAAC,
WALKER, and THOMAS 1984) in which the equilibrium effort (no contribution) and the
efficient effort (full contribution) are both corner solutions. The two most prominent
arguments for the decay in contributions are: (i) participants learn to free-ride over rounds and
(ii) participants play history-dependent strategies which lead both conditional cooperators and
free riders to decrease their contributions over time. Although some studies report hints that
the learning explanation cannot be completely rejected, a majority provides evidence in
support of a more pronounced effect of the “strategies” explanation.5 MULLER, SEFTON,
STEINBERG, and VESTERLUND (2006), for example, report a clever designed experiment: They
analyse two public goods games which are consecutively played by the same participants by
eliciting complete strategies. This two-stage game is repeated five times always with a new
matching such that no participant is ever matched with another participant more than once.
They find that on average, stage two contributions are 45% lower than stage-one
contributions while the stage-one contributions decrease only by on average 7% in each
repetition. In line with this evidence in favour of the “strategies” explanation, initially high
contribution levels and a subsequent decay are also the rule in non-linear public goods games
with an interior equilibrium as we have in our setting (KESER 1996, SEFTON and STEINBERG
1996, and NALBANTIAN and SCHOTTER 1997).
A second category of experimental work which is related to our study is constituted by
experimental studies on tournament incentive schemes (see for example BULL, SCHOTTER,
and WEIGELT 1987,

VAN

DIJK, SONNEMANS, and

VAN

WINDEN 2001, HARBRING and

IRLENBUSCH 2003, ORRISON, SCHOTTER, and WEIGELT 2004, HARBRING and IRLENBUSCH
5

ISAAC, WALKER, and THOMAS (1984) invite experienced participants back to the laboratory and find that
behaviour of experienced and inexperienced subjects is basically the same. A similar restart effect is observed
by CROSON (1996). ISAAC, WALKER, and WILLIAMS (1994) report evidence that the steady decay occurs also in
longer public goods experiments and they suggest that the rate of decay is inversely related to the number of
decision rounds. KESER (2000) elicits strategies for a repeated simultaneous-move public good game and finds
that strategies typically consists of high initial contributions, followed by a phase of reciprocation, and then by a
very pronounced endgame effect. ANDREONI (1995) shows that more than half of the initially high contributions
to public goods must be intentional rather than “error”. Partial indications in favour of the “learning”
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2005). Among other findings in general they confirm one of the central results from
tournament theory: Effort increases in the size of the bonuses. None of these studies,
however, deals with the integration of individual and group incentives.
The three experimental studies which are most akin to our analysis also investigate individual
incentives as a way to increase effort among members of work teams. DICKINSON and ISAAC
(1998) model the use of individual monetary rewards in team production with workers of
different abilities by conducting conventional public goods games with heterogeneously
endowed agents. They introduce bonuses for high absolute contribution levels and bonuses
for high relative (to endowment/ability) contribution levels. Absolute and also relative
rewards significantly increase contributions to the public goods compared to a situation
without any bonus. Furthermore, they find that the increase is larger if relative rather than
absolute bonuses are paid. DICKINSON (2001) extends the former study by additionally
analyzing negative incentives in the form of penalties. Bonuses (carrots) and penalties (sticks)
are awarded based on absolute or relative (to endowment/ability) contributions. He finds that
not only bonuses but also penalties increase contributions which are highest if the relative to
endowment measure is used. If the absolute measure is used penalties seem to induce higher
contributions than bonuses. SUTTER (2006) investigates team compensation schemes in the
form of threshold public goods games. In his innovative extension team members compete for
higher remuneration in the form of high contributors “earning” the role of an early proposer in
an alternating-offer bargaining process. Hereby the tournament prizes can be endogenously
determined by the team members which nicely resembles the situation of self-managed teams.
All three studies mentioned constitute interesting starting points in the experimental analysis
of the combination of individual and group incentives. Our approach is different as we
compare the impact of two standard compensation schemes (team compensation and relative
rewards) to their combined effect by integrating the labour tournament model suggested by
LAZEAR and ROSEN (1981) into an adapted voluntary contribution mechanism.
The paper is structured as follows: In section 2 we introduce a simple model of team-based
compensation with a bonus and derive a game theoretic equilibrium benchmark. In section 3
our hypotheses are presented. These are followed by the experimental design and procedures
in section 4. The experimental results are summarised in section 5 while section 6 contains an

explanation can be found in ANDREONI (1988), ANDREONI (1995), PALFREY and PRISBEY (1996), and HOUSER
and KURZBAN (2002).
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additional comparison with a pure bonus compensation scheme. Section 7 concludes by
discussing practical implications and pointing at interesting extensions and further research.

2. A Simple Model of Team-Based Compensation with Bonus
This section presents a simple model on relative rewards within team-based compensation.
Additionally its game theoretic analysis is described to provide a benchmark of behaviour.
We consider a set of agents i (i = 1, …, n) who simultaneously choose their effort levels ei out
of the interval [0, e ] (with a fixed length of e ). The output yi of agent i is determined by the
following production function
(1)

yi = ei + ε i

with ε i as a random variable which is uniformly distributed over the interval [− ε ,+ε ]
(symmetric around zero with a fixed constant length of 2 ε ) and assumed to be i.i.d. for all
agents.6 The random component represents a measurement uncertainty (possibly due to the
subjectivity of the team leader) with regard to effort or a true randomness in the production
technology. In our baseline setting we analyse an adapted voluntary contribution mechanism.
This mechanism resembles a purely team-based compensation scheme: the benefit from the
total output of the whole team is equally distributed between its members while each agent i
individually has to bear the cost of effort resulting from his own effort choice ei. Costs of
effort C(ei) are identical for all agents (which basically means that they have the same ability)
and are described by a convex function of the type C (ei ) = ei2 / c with a fixed constant c . The
expected payoff function of each team member in the purely team-based compensation
scheme is given by
n

Π ipure _ team = k ∑ (e j + ε j ) − C (ei )

(2)

j =1

where k > 0 denotes the marginal per capita return and n denotes the number of members in
the team.

6

To keep the experimental design tractable we assume that the tasks of the team members are independent, i.e.,
the productivity of one team member i is not affected by the effort of another team member j: (∂2∏ / ∂ei ∂ej) = 0
with ∏ denoting the total team output and ei and ej the effort choices of two team members i and j respectively.
This assumption is usually applied in experimental studies on teamwork (NALBANTIAN and SCHOTTER 1997,
CROSON 2001, SUTTER 2006).
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In a second setting we supplement the team compensation with a bonus ∆ which is promised
to the (subjectively determined) highest contributor in the team. Thus, the bonus payment
depends exclusively on the relative output position between the team members. In order to
ensure comparability we keep the wage sum for a given total effort level identical in the two
settings. This is done by financing the relative reward by a constant fee ∆ / n which is

collected from each agent. Thus, the expected payoff function of team member i in the teambased compensation scheme with a bonus is given by
n

_ team
Π bonus
= k ∑ (e j + ε j ) + ϕ i (e1 ,..., en )∆ − C (ei ) −
i
j =1

∆
n

(3)

with ϕ i (e1 ,..., en ) denoting the probability for agent i to win the relative reward ∆ . Note that
for each symmetric effort combination the expected payoff of an agent does not differ
between both settings. The agent who contributes most is most likely to win an additional
prize; the other agents in the team receive no additional payment. Thus, the integrated relative
incentive scheme can be interpreted as an n-player rank-order tournament with a winner prize
of ∆ and (n – 1) loser prizes of 0.
In the following we derive a benchmark for behaviour from a game-theoretic analysis while
assuming for simplicity that agents are risk neutral and aim to maximise their monetary
payoffs. To determine the Nash equilibrium solution for the baseline setting, we have to
consider the first-order condition:
k=

2e i
c

(4)

Thus, we obtain the following equilibrium effort in the purely team-based compensation
scheme:

e *pure _ team =

kc
2

(5)

Note that our setting is different from a linear voluntary contribution mechanism (which is
usually considered in the experimental literature) since both the equilibrium contributions and
the efficient contributions are non-corner solutions in the action space for sufficiently large
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e (for related settings see KESER 1996 or NALBANTIAN and SCHOTTER 1997). In the bonus
setting the following first-order condition has to hold: 7
k+

∂ϕ i (e1 ,..., en )
2e
∆= i
∂ei
c

(6)

One can show that under the assumption of uniformly distributed random components in the
production function the marginal probability of winning the reward depends only on the size
of the interval from which the random components are drawn8:
∂ϕ i (e1 ,..., en ) 1
=
∂ei
2ε

(7)

This results in the following equilibrium effort exerted in the bonus setting:
*
ebonus
_ team =

k c c∆
+
2
4ε

(8)

Thus, the equilibrium effort in the bonus setting is determined by two additive components:
the equilibrium effort played in the purely team-based compensation setting increased by a
component dependent on the size of the bonus ∆.9
A second benchmark for behaviour is provided by the effort which maximises efficiency
understood as the total payoff for all agents:
eff
e eff
pure _ team = ebonus _ team =

nkc
2

(9)

Since the additional reward in the bonus setting is financed by the agents themselves, the
efficient effort level is identical in both reward settings.

3. Hypotheses
Our aim is to analyse the effectiveness of a relative reward as a supplementing incentive
device in a team-based compensation scheme. The theoretical analysis shows that ceteris

7

The existence of a (symmetric) Nash equilibrium is guaranteed if the participation constraint is fulfilled. In our
setting this means that the expected payoff of an agent in equilibrium is larger than zero. For the parameters
chosen in our experiment (see below) the participation constraints are satisfied in all treatments.
8
For the exact calculation of the marginal probability of winning see HARBRING and IRLENBUSCH (2005).
9

The second summand (dependent on the bonus ∆) constitutes the symmetric equilibrium solution in a pure
tournament which is derived later on in the paper.

9

paribus the combination of a relative reward together with a team-based compensation raises
effort which implies that the equilibrium effort in the purely team-based compensation
scheme should be lower than the equilibrium effort in the bonus team-based compensation
scheme.

Hypothesis “Effort”:
Team-based compensation with a relative reward yields higher effort than the
purely team-based compensation.
Note that it is not only individually rational to increase effort but also desirable from the
perspective of the team as a whole because each team member benefits from higher output.
Thus, due to the higher equilibrium effort in the team-based compensation with a relative
reward the presence of a bonus should also raise efficiency, i.e., efficiency in the purely teambased compensation scheme should be lower than the efficiency in the bonus team-based
scheme.10

Hypothesis “Efficiency”:
Team-based compensation with a relative reward generates higher efficiency than the
purely team-based compensation.
If the stage game is repeated a finite number of times within the same group the subgame
perfect equilibrium effort in each repetition is equal to the effort obtained in the stage game.
Thus, according to the theoretical analysis we should not observe a change in effort over time.
This is true for the purely team-based compensation scheme and the bonus team-based
compensation scheme. In many experiments on voluntary contribution games, however, one
observes high cooperative behaviour (in terms of contributions above the Nash equilibrium)
in the beginning which declines over time until it reaches the Nash equilibrium solution of the
stage game. Thus, our third hypothesis deals with the development of effort over time.

10

In the (symmetric) equilibrium this is true if the incentives to exert higher effort (and thus the costs for the

_ team
additional effort) are not tremendously high, i.e., if Π bonus
(e *bonus _ team ) > Π ipure _ team (e * pure _ team ) ⇔
i

∆ < 4(n − 1)kε . Given the parameter values in our experiment this condition is satisfied. Note that even if
average effort is higher in the treatment with a relative reward than in the one with purely team-based
compensation, efficiency can well be lower in the former than in the latter (due to a higher variance of individual
effort levels which is often observed in tournaments; see for example, BULL et al. (1987), VAN DIJK et al. (2001),
HARBRING and IRLENBUSCH (2003)).
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Hypothesis “Trend”:
Effort decreases over time in both team-based compensation schemes and
approaches equilibrium behaviour.
While we expect cooperatively high contribution levels in the beginning under both teambased compensation schemes we do not assume that contributions are significantly higher
than equilibrium behaviour in the end.
Since the bonus is endogenously financed by the agents, the wage sum for a given total effort
level is equal in both compensation schemes. This fact might already cast some doubts on the
expectation that effort is increased by the bonus. Additionally as mentioned above there exists
steadily growing evidence from various disciplines that motivation might be crowded out if
explicit incentives like relative rewards are provided (for example FREY 1997, HEATH 1999,
FEHR and GÄCHTER 2000, FEHR and ROCKENBACH 2003, IRLENBUSCH and SLIWKA 2006). A
natural way to measure motivation for exerting effort voluntarily (to the benefit of the whole
team) is to look at over-contributions in the sense of how much effort team members are
willing to contribute above the individual rational level.

Hypothesis “Crowding Out of Voluntary Cooperation”:
A higher bonus in a team-based compensation reduces over-contributions compared to
the equilibrium effort.
Note that if our hypothesis is confirmed our study adds evidence to the literature that
motivation for voluntary contribution might be crowded out by extrinsic incentives in a purely
strategic, behavioural sense without drawing on crowding out of intrinsic motivation. Given
that our setting is highly realistic for compensation packages in real organisations, it is quite
surprising that, to the best of our knowledge, this kind of evidence does not exist for teambased compensation schemes which are supplemented by individual relative rewards. From a
theoretical point of view additional relative rewards should unambiguously increase
(extrinsic) motivation. Thus, there might be a trade-off between increasing and decreasing
effort when supplementing team-based compensations with a tournament structure.

4. Experimental Design
For a clear-cut investigation into the influence of relative rewards within team-based
compensation on the motivation to exert effort we compare team-based compensation
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schemes without and with a relative reward. The bonus is promised to the highest contributor.
Note that the bonus is self-funded and leaves the total wage sum constant across treatments
for a given effort level combination. We consider teams of n = 4 agents who have to decide
on their effort levels simultaneously. Each subject i chooses an effort level ei out of the
integer set ei ∈ {0,...,120}. The random components εi are independently and uniformly
distributed over the integer interval [-60, +60]. The experimental design includes three
treatments: Pure team denotes the treatment with a purely team-based compensation scheme,
i.e., without a relative reward for the highest contributor in the team, while low bonus team
and high bonus team denote treatments in which the team compensation is supplemented by a
tournament bonus, i.e., by a relative reward for the highest contributor in the team. The latter
two differ in their magnitude of the relative reward. While in low bonus team only a small
bonus is awarded, the bonus is much larger in high bonus team. The design of the experiment
is summarised in Table 1 which also shows the equilibrium efforts for each treatment.

Table 1: Design of the experiment
treatments
pure team

low bonus team

high bonus team

# rounds

30

30

30

# participants

48

48

48

# independent observations

12

12

12

0.5

0.5

0.5

0

12

60

[ –60, +60]

[ –60, +60]

[ –60, +60]

e2/100

3 + (e2/100)

15 + (e2/100)

Nash equilibrium effort

25

30

50

efficient effort

100

100

100

Design

Parameters
marginal per capita return k
relative reward ∆
random component interval
cost of financing the bonus +
effort cost

Predictions

The computerised experiment was conducted in the Laboratorium für experimentelle
Wirtschaftsforschung at the University of Erfurt. The experimental software was developed
by making use of the toolbox z-Tree (FISCHBACHER 1999). In total 144 students of different
disciplines participated in the experiment, with 24 subjects in each session and two sessions
per treatment. Subjects were recruited by fliers as well as over the internet. Each subject was
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allowed to participate in one session only. Before starting the experiment the instructions11
were distributed and read to all participants. In order to avoid uncontrollable suggestive
influences the language was kept neutral, i.e., expressions like “effort” and “wage” were
avoided. Instead subjects, for example, had to choose a “number” and received a “payment”.
Cost tables were also handed out to the participants on which the costs induced by each
number were listed. In the bonus team treatments a constant fee was directly included in the
specified costs in order to finance the respective bonus. Thereafter, participants had to
calculate examples to demonstrate their understanding of the game.12 Following this
participants were randomly assigned to groups of four. The group composition was kept
anonymous and constant during the experiment. Thus, we collected twelve independent
observations for each treatment which are the basis for our statistical analysis. Subjects were
not allowed to communicate other than via the experimental software. One session consisted
of several rounds, i.e., 30 repetitions of the stage game.
In every round, subjects entered their chosen number representing their effort. The computer
program drew the individual random numbers and calculated the payoffs of the four group
members. After each round the following feedback was given to each subject: own effort
choice, cost of own effort choice, total contribution of the group and own round payoff.
Additionally, in the treatments with a relative reward participants learned whether they
received the bonus or not. During the whole experiment subjects were shown their
accumulated profits.13 No information was provided regarding the decisions of the other
subjects in the group or the actual individual random numbers.
At the end of each session subjects were paid anonymously according to their performance.
During the experiment subjects’ payoffs were given in the fictitious experimental currency
“taler” which in the end were changed into Euro by a previously known exchange rate of 180
talers per 1 Euro. On average each participant earned 10.40 Euro. Sessions lasted for about 90
minutes including instruction time.

11

Original instructions were written in German. They are available upon request from the authors. A translation
is given in the Appendix.
12
The numbers and the random numbers for the examples were chosen by each participant herself before the
introduction started. This procedure was used to keep possible suggestive influences as small as possible.
13
Participants received a starting capital of 300 talers in both treatments in order to cover potential losses. The
starting capital accrued to their accumulated profits.
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5. Experimental Results
We start by analysing both compensation schemes separately with regard to effort, payoffs
and changes in behaviour over rounds. Following this, the two schemes are compared with
each other. Finally, the individual adjustment of effort choices over rounds is discussed.

5.1 Behaviour under the purely team-based compensation scheme
Table 2 shows the average effort exerted in each treatment aggregated over all 30 rounds. We
find that the average effort in pure team lies significantly more often above than below the
predicted equilibrium level (Binomial test, event probability α = 0.5, p = 0.000).14
Additionally, Figure 1 illustrates the average efforts over rounds per treatment. For clear
graphical presentation results are pooled over five rounds. One can see that average effort in
pure team is higher than theory predicts. On average over all players and rounds, we observe
over-contributions of effort of almost 50 percent of the equilibrium contribution. Average
effort, however, clearly declines over rounds and converges towards the equilibrium
prediction.

Table 2: Overview of average results
average effort

standard deviation of
average payoff
effort over rounds

average cost

trend over
rounds

pure team

37.04+++
(25.00)

29.36

49.73
(43.75)

22.34+++
(6.25)

-0.3233**

low bonus team

38.27
(30.00)

27.76

50.96
(51.00)

22.35+++
(9.00)

-0.3525**

high bonus team

53.12
(50.00)

33.70

68.55
(75.00)

39.57+++
(25.00)

-0.0735

treatment differences
pure team –
low bonus team

p = 0.356

p = 0.295

p = 0.421

p = 0.466

p = 0.378

pure team –
high bonus team

p = 0.000

p = 0.050

p = 0.001

p = 0.000

p = 0.030

Equilibrium values are given in parentheses. Standard deviation of effort over rounds is based on all individual single effort
choices. The average cost excludes the cost for financing the bonus. The trend over rounds is indicated by the average
Pearson correlation coefficient. Significance levels of treatment differences result from Mann-Whitney U-tests (one-tailed).
By using the Binomial test (one-tailed) we state the level of significance at which the null hypothesis can be rejected in favour
of the alternative hypothesis that the average values are more often above the equilibrium level than below:
+++
++

highly significantly above the equilibrium level:
significantly above the equilibrium level:

p ≤ 0.01
0.01 ≤ p ≤ 0.05

By using the Binomial test (one-tailed) we state the level of significance at which the null hypothesis can be rejected in favour
of the alternative hypothesis that the Pearson correlation coefficient is more often negative than positive:
14

The average effort is determined for each observation. We use the Binomial test with an event probability of
α = 0.5 to check whether values above the equilibrium are more frequent than when randomly drawn.

14

**

significantly more often negative than positive:

0.01 ≤ p ≤ 0.05

Figure 1: Average effort over rounds
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In the treatment pure team it is a dominant strategy for each participant to choose an effort of
25 in each round. Figure 2a shows the cumulative distribution of single effort choices per
treatment. It can be seen that in the pure team treatment about 50 percent of effort choices are
above the predicted equilibrium effort while in about 10 percent of the cases the exact
equilibrium effort is chosen. In another 10 percent of all choices virtually no effort is exerted.
Additionally, the cumulative distribution shows that almost the whole action space of possible
effort choices is used, which means that effort levels range from 0 to 120. However, effort
levels above 80 appear to be quite rare. Prominent effort choices can be identified, as we
observe jumps in the distribution particularly at multiples of ten. The highest peaks are
observed at efforts of 25 and 50. Figure 2b shows the cumulative distribution of average
efforts exerted by individual subjects. It is evident that there is a high variance of average
effort choices between subjects: Average effort levels primarily range from about 10 to 70
with slight peaks around 25, 35 and 45.
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Figure 2a: Cumulative distribution of single effort choices
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Figure 2b: Cumulative distribution of subjects’ average effort choices
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Since the average effort exerted is considerably higher than predicted by theory, it is not
surprising that also the average costs of effort lie significantly more often above the
equilibrium level than below (Binomial test, event probability α = 0.5, p = 0.0002). However,
it should be noted that the average cost of 22.34 (see Table 2) is much higher than the
hypothetical cost for the observed average effort according to the effort cost function. Given
this convex effort cost function this is due to the high variance of effort.
Under team-based compensation schemes it is the joint interest of the agents to establish high
and stable effort levels. Even if each team member individually has an incentive to free-ride,
that is to choose an effort level of only 25, the team as a whole benefits from each effort unit
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exerted. This is true up to the Pareto optimal effort level of 100. Beyond, individual costs of
an additional effort unit exceed the additional total benefit experienced by the team. If all
agents choose the efficient effort level of 100, everybody earns 100 talers. Average payoffs
per treatment are given in Table 2. We find that the average payoff in pure team is slightly
higher than the theoretical predicted payoff in the Nash equilibrium, but this difference is not
significant. Thus, subjects do hardly succeed in raising efficiency above the equilibrium level.
Payoffs are quite stable over time in pure team.
It is interesting to have a look at the changes of behaviour over rounds. Visual inspection of
the baseline treatment in Figure 1 already suggests the well known result from voluntary
contribution mechanism experiments: Subjects start with a relatively high contribution but
tend to lower their effort over time. To give this observation a statistical backing we
calculated the Pearson correlation coefficient between round numbers and average
contributions for each independent observation. The Binomial test shows that the Pearson
correlation coefficients in pure team are significantly more often negative than positive (event
probability α = 0.5, p = 0.0193). Thus, we observe a falling trend of effort over rounds in the
purely team-based compensation scheme.

5.2 Behaviour under the bonus team-based compensation schemes
In the treatment low bonus team, where we introduce a low relative reward for the highest
contributor in the team, the average effort of 38.27 is above the predicted equilibrium effort of
30 (Table 2). This difference, however, is not significant at a conventional level. Figure 1
shows the average effort over rounds. We observe that average efforts of low bonus team and
pure team run astonishingly parallel at the same level. Only in the last five rounds average
effort in low bonus team seems to be slightly higher than in pure team.15 In the treatment high
bonus team, where a high relative reward is introduced, the average effort of 53.12 comes
quite close to the predicted equilibrium level of 50. In Figure 1 we observe that subjects
already start with an average effort which is very close to the equilibrium prediction and stay
at this effort level. Although, however, effort on average meets the equilibrium behaviour the
inspection of the cumulative distribution of the treatment high bonus team in Figure 2a shows
that almost the entire effort space is used. No effort is contributed in about 10 percent of all
choices in low bonus team and high bonus team, respectively. Besides it becomes clear from

15

However, a pair-wise comparison of the average effort of the last five rounds yields no significance at a
conventional level (Mann-Whitney U-test, p = 0.146, one-tailed).
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Figure 2a that subjects again tend to prefer effort levels which are multiples of ten.
Considerably many effort choices are made around 20 in low bonus team and around the
equilibrium prediction of 50 in high bonus team. At these levels the highest increase in the
distributions is located which is about 10 percent. From Figure 2b a high variety of average
effort choices between subjects in low bonus team and high bonus team respectively is
evident. High peaks can be found at 20, 45 and 50 in the team-based compensation with the
low bonus. In the team-based compensation with the high bonus high peaks can be found at
60, 70 and 80.
Although the average effort exerted is not significantly higher than predicted by theory in
both bonus team-based compensation schemes, the average costs of effort lie significantly
more often above the equilibrium level than below (Binomial test, event probability α = 0.5,
low bonus team: p = 0.0002; high bonus team: p = 0.0002). Of course, this is again due to the
high variance of effort in combination with the convex effort cost function.
We observe that the actual average payoff (50.96) in low bonus team corresponds quite well
to the one predicted in the equilibrium (51.00). In high bonus team the actual average payoff
(68.52) is lower than the theoretically predicted payoff (75.00). There are, however, no
significant differences between the actual and the predicted average payoff in both bonus
team-based compensation schemes. Again, payoffs are quite stable over time.
Analysing the change in effort contribution over rounds in low bonus team yields a falling
trend, similarly as in pure team. The Pearson correlation coefficients in low bonus team of –
0.3535 reported in Table 2 is significantly more often negative than positive (Binomial test,
event probability α = 0.5, p = 0.0193). When analysing the change in behaviour over rounds
in high bonus team the visual impression of Figure 1 is confirmed: The average Pearson
correlation coefficient in high bonus team of –0.0735 is astonishingly close to zero. In fact,
we do not observe a significant trend of effort in the treatment high bonus team.

5.3 Comparison of behaviour between compensation schemes with and without a bonus
According to the theoretical prediction agents under a bonus team-based compensation
scheme should choose a higher effort level than under a purely team-based compensation
scheme. Thus, from a theoretical point of view a difference in the amount of effort between
pure team and low bonus team as well as between pure team and high bonus team should be
observed. A comparison between the average effort level in pure team and low bonus team,
however, yields no significant difference at a conventional level. If one compares the effort in
18

the compensation scheme without and with a high relative reward it turns out that on average
effort is indeed higher if a large bonus is awarded (Mann-Whitney U-test, p = 0.000, onetailed).

Observation “Effort”:
(i) Average effort is not higher in low bonus team than in pure team.
(ii) Average effort is higher in high bonus team than in pure team.
Thus, additionally rewarding team members according to their relative performance
significantly increases their effort only when the relative reward is high. Note, that this is true
although on average the total wage sum for a given effort level is constant across treatments.
A comparison of the cumulative distributions of effort in pure team, low bonus team and high
bonus team in Figure 2a visualises this result. The cumulative distributions in all three
treatments progress almost parallel, with the distribution in high bonus team lying clearly
below the distribution in pure team and low bonus team. While in pure team 50 percent of all
effort choices are below an effort of 30, in low bonus team this cumulative frequency is
reached at an effort of 40 and in high bonus team at an effort of 55. The cumulative
distributions in pure team and low bonus team are very much alike.
In all three treatments, pure team, low bonus team and high bonus team, the costs of effort are
significantly higher than the costs of effort predicted in equilibrium. Since the equilibrium
efforts in low bonus team and high bonus team are higher than the equilibrium effort in pure
team, one should expect that the average cost of effort in the bonus team-based compensation
schemes is higher than in pure team. In fact, this is true for the high bonus team setting
(Mann-Whitney U-test, p = 0.000, one-tailed) but not for the low bonus team setting.
Former experiments have shown a high variability of efforts over rounds in tournaments
(BULL et al. 1987,

VAN

DIJK et al. 2001, HARBRING and IRLENBUSCH 2003). On average

subjects choose about the equilibrium effort, but their actual effort levels are very different
over time. BULL et al. (1987) attribute the high variance in effort to the strategic interaction
which takes place in tournaments. Some players might strain themselves and strive for
winning the tournament while others might resign and drop out by exerting very low effort
(MÜLLER and SCHOTTER 2005). Thus, we hypothesise that the introduction of a relative
reward will raise the variance in effort. Surprisingly, already in the treatment pure team
without a competitive element a high average standard deviation in effort choices is observed
(Table 2) which might reflect the presence of different types of players, for example free
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riders and conditional cooperators. Nevertheless, the average standard deviation in effort
choices in the treatment high bonus team is even higher (Mann-Whitney U-test, p = 0.050,
one-tailed). Such a significant difference is not observed when comparing the treatment with
a low relative reward and the one without.
As shown above, the efficient effort level is equal for all three treatments, since the costs for
the additional bonuses are covered in equal parts by all subjects. Thus, there is no difference
between the three treatments in terms of the achievable efficiency level. However, in the
experiment we do observe different actual efficiency levels, at least for high bonus team. The
average payoff and, hence, also efficiency are significantly lower in the treatment pure team
than in the treatment high bonus team (Mann-Whitney U-test, p = 0.002, two-tailed). Of
course, this result is driven by higher effort levels which are actually chosen in the combined
compensation scheme.

Observation “Efficiency”:
(i) Efficiency is not higher in low bonus team than in pure team.
(ii) Efficiency is higher in high bonus team than in pure team.
Thus, agents under the team-based compensation scheme with a high bonus earn significantly
more than agents in the one without a relative reward. Such an effect is not observed for a
team-based compensation with a low bonus.
The previous sections already discuss the trend of effort over rounds. Obviously, there is a
difference in the alteration of effort choices over time in treatments. While in the treatments
pure team and low bonus team effort significantly decreases over rounds, it is quite constant
in the treatment high bonus team. Thus, a high tournament incentive in the team-based
compensation scheme seems to stabilise the average amount of the exerted effort.

Observation “Trend”:
(i) While a declining trend of average effort is observed in pure team and low
bonus team
(ii) effort appears to be quite stable in high bonus team.
This result is surprising. Like in many experiments on public goods provision games in the
treatments pure team and low bonus team agents start with highly cooperative effort levels
which decrease over rounds. The presence of a high relative reward seems to crowd out
voluntary cooperation (i.e., the willingness to exert effort above the individual rational level)
and seems to prevent high over-contributions already in the beginning.
20

Figure 3: Average over-contributions
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Figure 3 depicts the development of average over-contributions over time measured as the
difference between the observed efforts and the Nash equilibrium predictions in the three
treatments. It is evident from the visual inspection of Figure 3 that over-contributions are
highest under the pure team compensation scheme. Actual over-contributions are lower in the
treatment low bonus team. However, in both treatments they diminish over rounds. In high
bonus team the over-contributions are again considerably lower than in the other two
treatments and they are quite stable over rounds. Applying the Jonckheere-Terpstra test
confirms that the over-contributions significantly diminish with an increasing bonus
(p = 0.009, one-tailed).16

Observation “Crowding Out of Voluntary Cooperation”:
Over-contributions relative to the equilibrium decrease with higher bonuses.
Note that due to the convex cost function over-contributing an additional effort unit is more
costly if the effort level is already high. This, however, cannot be the only reason for the
difference in over-contributions since in the first half of the experiment (round 1-15) also the
costs for effort exerted above the equilibrium level are higher in pure team than in high bonus
team (average costs of over-contributions in round 1-15 in pure team: 20.42; high bonus
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However, not all pair-wise comparisons between over-contributions are significant (Mann-Whitney U-test,
pure team – low bonus team: p = 0.205, low bonus team – high bonus team: p = 0.099, pure team – high bonus
team: p = 0.006, all one-tailed).
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team: 15.87; Mann-Whitney U-test, p = 0.050, one-tailed).17 Thus, we indeed find that the
exertion of effort above the individually rational level is crowed out especially if a high bonus
is introduced. Increasing extrinsic motivation by paying out an individual bonus therefore is
not only beneficial but comes with a cost. To understand the dynamics of the resulting tradeoff caused by introducing a bonus more deeply we investigate the adjustment of agents’
behaviour over time in the different treatments.

5.4 Individual adjustment of effort choices over rounds
At the end of each period subjects are able to observe the total output of the group. Thus, they
can estimate the average contribution in the group. Remember that the expected value of the
random variable is 0. The question arises whether subjects raise their effort if they think that
their effort exerted has been lower than the average effort. Analogously, do subjects who
think that their effort exerted has been higher than the average effort lower their effort?
Similar adjustment processes are observed by SELTEN and STOECKER (1986), SELTEN and
BUCHTA (1998), and SELTEN and OCKENFELS (2005). The data reveals that in all our
treatments subjects indeed lower their effort in the next period more often than they raise it
when they observe that their effort in the current period was higher than the average output of
a team member (Wilcoxon-Signed Rank test, pure team: p = 0.002; low bonus team: p =
0.000; high bonus team: p = 0.000, one-tailed). Also the reverse effect is significant: Subjects
whose effort level in the current period is below the average output of a team member raise
their effort in the following period more often than they lower it (Wilcoxon-Signed Rank test,
pure team: p = 0.000; low bonus team: p = 0.000; high bonus team: p = 0.000, one-tailed).
We find, however, some interesting differences between treatments. Only in the treatment
with a low bonus subjects lower their effort in the following period to a greater extent than in
the pure team after having observed that the other team members on average had exerted
17

From the average effort levels depicted in Figure 1 one could gain the impression that one reason for the
higher over-contributions in pure team is that subjects choose an effort level somewhere in the middle (for
example, 50) as a focal effort level and from there converge to the equilibrium over time. However, if one
analyses the individual behaviour more closely it becomes clear that over-contributions in pure team are very
likely to be high for other reasons, as individual first round effort levels vary immensely in all three treatments
(standard deviations: 36.09 in pure team; 33.53 in low bonus team and 32.02 in high bonus team). To further
control for the conjecture (of choosing something around 50 and then converging to the equilibrium) we ran an
additional control treatment with 6 independent observations. The control treatment is identical to our pure team
treatment with the only difference that the equilibrium solution is exactly 50 (this was implemented by lowering
the effort costs by choosing C(ei) = ei2 / 200). Although we kept the range of feasible effort levels (0, …, 120)
the same as in the other treatments,, we also observe high over-contributions (starting with an average first
round effort of around 76) which diminish over time. In fact, the contributions in the control sessions are
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lower average effort (Mann-Whitney U-test, low bonus team – pure team: p = 0.050; high
bonus team – pure team: p = 0.362,one-tailed). This observation supports our conjecture that
the co-operative attitude of team members is higher in pure team than if an additional bonus
is provided. Although a bonus individually creates incentives to exert higher effort, it
somehow seems to destroy the extent of willingness to contribute to the team if other team
members had underperformed in the past. This is the case at least if the bonus is low. In the
high bonus team treatment we do not observe such an effect but here team members are likely
to be reluctant to reduce their effort too much because of the high bonus.
In the treatments low bonus team and high bonus team subjects either receive a winner or a
loser prize. Thus, there is a second source of information from which subjects can estimate
the behaviour of the other group members. Winning the tournament means that one’s own
output in the group was highest, losing the tournament means that there was at least one group
member whose output was higher. We indeed observe that subjects do react to the received
prize. In both team-based compensation schemes with a relative reward for the highest
contributor in the team, subjects who received the winner prize lower their effort in the next
period significantly more often than they raise it (Wilcoxon-Signed Rank test, low bonus
team: p = 0.000; high bonus team: p = 0.012, one-tailed). Analogously, subjects who received
the loser prize raise their effort in the next period significantly more often than they lower it
(Wilcoxon-Signed Rank test, low bonus team: p = 0.000; high bonus team: p = 0.000, onetailed). We observe that in high bonus team subjects who have won the bonus and lower their
effort afterwards do this on average by 41.37 which is significantly higher than the change of
11.92 if they raise it (Wilcoxon-Signed Rank test, p = 0.000, one-tailed)18. In the same
situation subjects in low bonus team lower their effort by 25.21 which is again significantly
higher than the change of 11.79 if they raise it (Wilcoxon-Signed Rank test, p = 0.000, onetailed). After not being awarded the bonus no significant difference in the magnitude between
the directions of effort changes is observed in both bonus team-based compensation schemes.
Subjects who do not receive the bonus and raise their effort in the next period on average
significantly higher than the effort chosen in the high bonus treatment (in which the equilibrium prediction is
also 50).
18
A lowering adjustment of 41.37 in high bonus team might appear quite high. In fact, average efforts of
reward winners and losers turn out to be more apart from each other in this treatment than in low bonus team.
Average effort of reward winners in high bonus team is 77.64 (low bonus team 55.14). Average effort of reward
losers in high bonus team is 44.95 (low bonus team 32.64). Variance of effort is higher in high bonus team than
in low bonus team. Moreover, reward winners exert an inefficient effort above 100 in 19% of the winning cases
(low bonus team 5%). Actually, to some extent team members seem to alternate in receiving the reward (– on
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raise it by 26.89 in high bonus team and by 19.54 in low bonus team; Subjects who do not
receive the bonus and lower their effort in the next period on average lower it by 26.53 in
high bonus team and by 21.00 in low bonus team. (see Table 3).

Table 3: Effort adjustment dependent on the received bonus

after obtaining a
winner prize
in the last period
348 instances

high bonus team

after obtaining a
loser prize
in the last period
1044 instances

average effort adjustment
if increased
if decreased
11.92
<***
41.37
(93)
(<**)
(132)

low bonus team

11.79
(86)

<***
(<***)

25.21
(174)

pure team (hypothetical)

21.99
(84)

<***
(<***)

40.45
(157)

high bonus team

26.89
(478)

≈
(>***)

26.53
(319)

low bonus team

19.54
(443)

≈
(>***)

21.00
(310)

pure team (hypothetical)

21.03
(413)

≈
(>***)

23.08
(257)

Figures in parentheses indicate the number of cases in which effort has been adjusted to the respective direction.
Since subjects cannot react to the received prize in the final period, we consider 29 (rounds) x 12 (groups) x 1 (winner prize)
= 348 obtained winner prizes. An analogous basis underlies the comparison regarding the loser prizes: 29 (rounds) x 12
(groups) x 3 (loser prizes) = 1044 obtained loser prizes.
The Wilcoxon-Signed Rank test for dependent pairs (one-tailed) was applied. The level of significance at which the null
hypothesis can be rejected in favour of the directional alternative hypotheses is depicted as follows:
***
**

highly significant:
significant:

p ≤ 0.01
0.01 < p ≤ 0.05

For the reason of comparison we evaluate the behaviour in the treatment pure team according
to hypothetically obtained bonuses which we imaginarily assign to the agent with the highest
output. We observe that subjects with the highest output in the group do lower their effort in
the following period more often than they raise it (Wilcoxon-Signed Rank test, p = 0.000,
one-tailed). Analogously, subjects whose output is not the highest in the group raise their
effort more often than they lower it (Wilcoxon-Signed Rank test, p = 0.000, one-tailed). The
average effort adjustments and their comparisons can be found in more detail in Table 3. If
agents received the loser prize the adjustments in both directions are roughly of the same
magnitude in all three treatments. However, in all treatments the lowering adjustments are of
greater extent than the raising adjustments after agents have received the winner prize.

average the team member who wins the reward most frequently does so merely 13 times (12 times in low bonus
team) of the 30 rounds.
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6. A Pure Bonus Compensation Scheme
Why do we observe smaller over-contributions in high bonus team than in pure team? One
reason could be that pure tournament incentives induce under-contribution which would
cancel out in high bonus team with the over-contributions typically induced by the pure team
compensation. Why do we observe no declining trend of effort in high bonus team although it
is present in pure team? Maybe pure tournament incentives induce an increasing pattern of
effort contributions which again might cancel out with the declining trend of effort observed
in the pure team setting. To investigate these questions and to gain a deeper understanding of
the effectiveness of a relative reward within a team-based compensation scheme we
conducted another treatment pure bonus in which a tournament incentive scheme is
implemented exclusively. Analogously to the treatment high bonus team subjects compete for
one bonus ∆ defined as the difference between the winner prize M and a loser prize m but
there is no team compensation component.19
As above we consider a set of agents i (i = 1, …, n) who simultaneously choose their effort
levels ei. The output yi = ei + ε i of agent i is determined by the production function presented
in (1) with a random variable ε i which is uniformly distributed over the interval [− ε ,+ε ] .
Costs of effort C(ei) are described by the same convex function as used in the treatments
above (a convex cost function of the type C (ei ) = ei2 / c with a fixed constant c ). The
expected payoff for agent i is given by

Π ipure _ bonus = m + ϕ i (e1 ,..., en )∆ − C (ei )

(10)

with ϕ i (e1 ,..., en ) denoting the probability for agent i to win the bonus ∆. The following firstorder condition has to be fulfilled:
∂ϕ i (e1 ,..., en )
2e
∆= i
c
∂ei

(11)

Together with the marginal probability of winning (see equation (7)) we obtain the
equilibrium effort in the tournament setting20:

19

As we observe a significant difference between pure team and high bonus team we concentrate our additional
analysis of a pure bonus compensation scheme solely on the case of a high relative reward.
20
The agents should have an incentive to exert strictly positive effort levels, i.e., the participation constraint
∆ / n ≥ c(e *) has to be fulfilled for each player. This is the case given the parameters chosen in the experiment.
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e *pure _ bonus =

c∆
4ε

(12)

In a pure tournament incentive scheme the wage sum does not depend on the amount of effort
exerted. Thus, from the sole perspective of the team (because there is no team compensation
component) it is efficient to exert no effort at all in order to save the costs while the bonus is
given to one of the agents anyway.

e eff
pure _ bonus = 0

(13)

In the experiment we investigate a tournament setting as comparable as possible to the
settings described above.21 Table 4 shows our experimental design and the equilibrium effort
for the additional pure bonus treatment. Again, we consider groups of four agents.

Table 4: Experimental design of pure bonus
Design
# rounds # participants
pure bonus

30

48

Parameters
# independent
observations

m

∆

cost
function

12

50

60

e2/100

Predictions
Nash
efficient
equilibrium
effort
effort
25

0

Table 5 provides an overview of the main results in pure bonus. First of all, one can see that
the average effort in pure bonus is quite close to the effort predicted by theory. On average
subjects in pure bonus earn less than in equilibrium and we observe a decreasing trend of
effort in pure bonus. The Binomial test shows that the Pearson correlation coefficients
computed for each independent observation is significantly more often negative than positive
(event probability α = 0.5, p = 0.0193). Subjects start off with a higher average effort in
comparison to the equilibrium effort and on average they reduce effort over rounds to even
below the equilibrium effort. Thus, in both pure compensation schemes we observe a
decreasing trend of effort over rounds. Therefore the stable effort level in the composed high
bonus compensation scheme cannot be explained by opposite trends in the two underlying
pure schemes.

21

In order to reduce potential effects from loss aversion on effort choices (FALK and FEHR, in progress) we
decided to implement a strictly positive loser prize m = 50. Note that a positive loser price does not change the
equilibrium effort as the effort only depends on the size of ∆.
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Table 5: Overview of average results in pure bonus
average effort

pure bonus

27.77
(25.00)

standard deviation of
average payoff
effort over rounds
49.51- - (58.75)

27.89

average cost

trend over
rounds

15.49+++
(6.25)

-0.237**

treatment differences
pure bonus –
pure team

p = 0.007

p = 0.489

p = 0.378

p = 0.030

p = 0.205

pure bonus –
high bonus team

p = 0.000

p = 0.017

p = 0.000

p = 0.000

p = 0.099

Equilibrium values are given in parentheses. The trend over rounds is indicated by the average Pearson correlation
coefficient. Significance levels of treatment differences result from Mann-Whitney U-tests (one-tailed).
By using the Binomial test (one-tailed) we state the level of significance at which the null hypothesis can be rejected in favour
of the alternative hypothesis that the average values are more often above (below) the equilibrium level than below (above):
+++ - - -

/

++

highly significantly above / below the equilibrium level:
significantly above the equilibrium level:

p ≤ 0.01
0.01 ≤ p ≤ 0.05

By using the Binomial test (one-tailed) we state the level of significance at which the null hypothesis can be rejected in favour
of the alternative hypothesis that the Pearson correlation coefficient is more often negative than positive:
**

significantly more often negative than positive:

0.01 ≤ p ≤ 0.05

Going back to equation (8) we already discussed that the equilibrium effort played in the
bonus team treatments is determined by two additive components: the equilibrium effort
played in pure team augmented by the analogous pure bonus equilibrium effort. Thus, from a
theoretical perspective we should expect that the sum of the average efforts in the treatments
pure team and pure bonus should add up to the average effort in the treatment high bonus
team. If the tournament incentive would induces effort below the individual rational level this
could be a reason for the low over-contributions in high bonus team. However, we do not
observe such an under-contribution in pure bonus: The average effort in pure team amounts to
37.04 while the average effort in pure bonus is 27.77. Thus, the sum of the average efforts of
both pure treatments (64.81) is clearly higher than the average effort observed in high bonus
team (53.12).22 This confirms our impression that the combined bonus team incentive scheme
suffers from crowding out of voluntary cooperation.

22

If one adds the overall average effort observed in the treatment pure bonus to the average efforts of each
independent observation in the treatment pure team and tests these values against the average efforts observed in
the treatment high bonus team one obtains that the former are significant higher than the latter (Mann-Whitney
U-test, p = 0.004, two-tailed). This is also true if one adds the overall average effort observed in the treatment
pure team to the average efforts of each independent observation in the treatment pure bonus and tests these
values against the average efforts observed in the treatment high bonus team (Mann-Whitney U-test, p = 0.002,
two-tailed).
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7. Conclusion
This paper experimentally investigates the incentive effects of a compensation package often
observed in business organisations: team-based compensation with an additional relative
reward for the highest contributor in the team. From a theoretical point of view an additional
bonus within a team-based compensation scheme should increase output since the individual
incentives can be separated into two additive components: the team incentive component and
the tournament incentive component. If the bonus is high in the experiment we indeed
observe a significant increase in effort which is not the case if the bonus is low. In the pure
team compensation scheme and when the bonus is low we observe high over-contributions
(i.e., voluntary cooperation above the individually rational level) which decline over rounds.
Surprisingly, this standard result known from public goods experiments disappears if the
bonus is high. In the team-based compensation scheme with the high bonus average effort is
quite stable, although right from the beginning on a very low over-contribution level. It seems
that an additional, substantial bonus awarded to only one of the team members induces higher
effort but crowds out voluntary cooperation.
Given these observations designers of compensation packages face a trade-off when
introducing a tournament structure into a team setting. Relative rewards are likely to have
counteracting effects. On the one hand, they increase output because of higher individual
incentives. On the other hand, there are drawbacks from distracting team members to act
cooperatively. The net result from these two effects is not obvious. We have seen that when
the bonus is small crowding-out of voluntary cooperation is not a big issue but individual
incentives remain on a relatively low level. With a high relative reward individual incentives
clearly increase but might come with the cost of a diminished cooperative attitude. In this
sense, our results advise some caution for the implementation of tournament incentives into
team-based compensation.
Why exactly does a high relative bonus reduce voluntary cooperation? Evidence from
previous public goods experiments suggests that participants over-contribute (above the
individually rational level) for strategic reasons. By contributing highly in the beginning they
seem to aim at creating a cooperative atmosphere in the group to convince others to contribute
highly as well. Naturally such an investment in creating cooperation pays off more in earlier
rounds than in later ones. Competition introduced by a bonus for one of the team members
seems to destroy the cooperative attitude within the team. One reason might be that relative
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rewards do not only create winners but leave also losers who could considerably be
discouraged from contributing to the team's task (MÜLLER and SCHOTTER 2005). Another
reason might be that participants perceive a pure team situation with equal payoff-sharing
differently than a team situation in which members compete for a bonus. Such a framing
effect induced by different compensation schemes (IRLENBUSCH and SLIWKA 2006) might
enable team members to focus more on the potential gains from voluntary cooperation under
the pure team incentive scheme than under a pronounced tournament structure. Under the
latter they might primarily see their team mates as competitors which reduces the scope for
cooperation. To analyse these and other explanations for the detailed mechanisms behind the
observed crowding-out effect in teams appears to be a promising field for further research.
Additional studies are also needed to investigate whether the observed crowding-out effect
can be mitigated and whether the decline of cooperation can be damped. It could well be that
alternative procedures for awarding the bonus can preserve the cooperative attitude in the
team, for example, by increasing team members' participation through majority voting.
Additionally, in our study we abstract from peer effects which certainly play a significant role
in teams (FALK and ICHINO 2006). It would be quite interesting to analyse whether peer
pressure could help to sustain cooperation in a team when a relative reward is introduced.
Another interesting question emerges from the observed decreasing trend in voluntary
cooperation. Is there a way to stop or reduce this decline? The study by ISAAC, WALKER and
WILLIAMS (1994) provides some hints that the decline becomes flatter the longer the time
period during which the team members interact. This would suggest that the life-span of a
team should not be too short. The observed crowding-out of voluntary cooperation by a
relative reward appears to be even more problematic when team members have the possibility
to sabotage each other. Sabotage is indeed known to be exerted in tournaments in order to
improve the own position in a ranking for rewards (HARBRING and IRLENBUSCH 2005). We
consider our study as a starting point for investigating crowding out of voluntary cooperation
in teams through compensation schemes which introduce individual competition. By bringing
up the above questions we hope that our observations do not only suggest practical
implications for providing incentives in teams but also point at several interesting issues for
further research.
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Appendix: Instructions (Treatment high bonus team)
(Original instructions were in German. They are available from the authors upon request.)
At the beginning of the experiment three other participants are randomly assigned to you. During the
experiment you only interact with the participants to whom you are assigned. This assignment is kept constant
during the whole experiment. The identity of the three other participants is not revealed to you.
The costs and payoffs are given in the fictitious currency “taler”. Each participant receives a starting capital of
300 taler.
The experiment consists of 30 rounds.

Procedure of a round:
1.

You choose an integer from 0 to 120 and enter the number into the designated field. The number you
choose causes a certain cost.

2.

For each participant a random number is drawn. Each number has the same probability and is
independently drawn from the set {-60,...,+60}. (Your random number and the random numbers of the
other participants are not revealed to you.) The computer calculates the payoffs on the basis of your chosen
numbers and the random numbers. This happens as follows:
First of all the result is calculated. The result of each participant is the sum of his chosen number and his
individual random number.

Result = chosen number + individual random number
Thereafter the total result is calculated. The total result is the sum of the results of the four group members.

Total Result = sum of the results of all group members
Your round payoff is equal to 0.5 times the total result plus a possible additional payment minus the cost of
the (own) chosen number.

Round Payoff = 0.5 x total result + possible additional payment
– cost of the chosen number
Please note that each group member benefits from all chosen numbers of the four group members: the
higher the individual chosen numbers are the higher the total result tends to be.
The participant with the highest result receives an additional payment. The other three participants with
the lower results receive no additional payment. The additional payment is 60 taler. If the highest result of
two or more participants are equal, a fair random move decides who receives the additional payment.
The costs which are subtracted from each participant for her chosen number can be found in the cost table.
In the cost table you find all costs for the numbers from 0 to 120. All participants receive the same cost
table.
3.

At the end of each round you learn whether you received the additional payment. Moreover your chosen
number, your costs for the chosen number, the total result of the group and your round payoff are displayed
to you.

4.

The next round starts.

Your total payoff from the experiment is the sum of your endowment capital plus all individual 30 round
payoffs. At the end of the experiment this amount (in talers) is exchanged at an exchange rate of 1 € per 180
taler.
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Please note:
During the whole experiment no communication is permitted. If you have any question, please raise your hand
out of the cubicle. All decisions are made anonymously. Also the payout is anonymous, which means that no
participant will learn the payout of another participant.
Good luck!

Appendix: Cost table for the treatment pure team
(The costs in the treatment high bonus team (low bonus team) were by 15 (3) higher for each
number.)
cost table
number cost of number
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40

0.00
0.01
0.04
0.09
0.16
0.25
0.36
0.49
0.64
0.81
1.00
1.21
1.44
1.69
1.96
2.25
2.56
2.89
3.24
3.61
4.00
4.41
4.84
5.29
5.76
6.25
6.76
7.29
7.84
8.41
9.00
9.61
10.24
10.89
11.56
12.25
12.96
13.69
14.44
15.21
16.00

number cost of number
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80

16.81
17.64
18.49
19.36
20.25
21.16
22.09
23.04
24.01
25.00
26.01
27.04
28.09
29.16
30.25
31.36
32.49
33.64
34.81
36.00
37.21
38.44
39.69
40.96
42.25
43.56
44.89
46.24
47.61
49.00
50.41
51.84
53.29
54.76
56.25
57.76
59.29
60.84
62.41
64.00

number cost of number
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94
95
96
97
98
99
100
101
102
103
104
105
106
107
108
109
110
111
112
113
114
115
116
117
118
119
120

65.61
67.24
68.89
70.56
72.25
73.96
75.69
77.44
79.21
81.00
82.81
84.64
86.49
88.36
90.25
92.16
94.09
96.04
98.01
100.00
102.01
104.04
106.09
108.16
110.25
112.36
114.49
116.64
118.81
121.00
123.21
125.44
127.69
129.96
132.25
134.56
136.89
139.24
141.61
144.00
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